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VERSION V2

WHY WINNER BLOCK
Games like lottery are purely speculative and gives

players a chance to win all sorts of prizes and various
jackpots. Today, market share of online games

represents a growing rate every year.

A study on the second quarter of 2021 on the attendance of online gambling shows
strong market growth with a record turnover of $66 billion.  This amount corresponds to

the highest level since the opening of the online gaming market.

HISTORY

One of the oldest traces of like lottery games originates from China where tickets, used during the
Han Dynasty between 205 and 187 BC. J-C to play the game of  “Keno”,  were found.

Luck games has survived all ages and civilizations. Regulated differently depending on
the country, it is still just as popular. We believe decentralized games of luck using blockchain is

the future, that’s why we founded WinnerBlock.io

CORE FOCUS

THE FUTURE IS NOW

Creating a fair and transparent gaming system that benefits everyone 
is our ambition!

 This new game model via the blockchain is completely
transparent, accessible and secure.

In addition to the game itself, our system secures a solid 
and reliable compensation strategy for token holders. Winnerblock

allows you not only to play safely, but also to invest in a reliable and solid economy.

These last years, cryptocurrencies, blockchains and more recently NFTs have literally
exploded. 

This technology is increasingly being used by both companies and individuals around
the world. NFTs are also implemented in the system of many popular online video

games. We can quote as an example Axie Infinity or CryptoKitties. 

Decentralized games is at the top of these technologies as it offers significant
advantages in terms of scalability, transparency and inviolability.
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BLOCKCHAIN BENEFITS
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ANOTHER SOLUTION

Using blockchain has several key benefits. It 
increase trust, security, transparency and 
traceability of data. It allows better costs savings 
while introducing a new type of efficiency. 
Blockchains are deemed perfectly inviolable.

Generally speaking, our financial system 
revolves around third-party intermediaries 
who carry out transactions. 

Farewell to traditional banks,
the time has come for a fairer and
more transparent financial system.

Blockchains and cryptocurrencies offers you another solution. They are visible to 
everyone,  everywhere on the planet. You can therefore enter in the financial markets 
and carry out transactions without any intermediary.

Cryptocurrencies creates efficiencies in processing transactions. It also reduces 
manual tasks such as aggregating and amending data, as well as easing reporting 
and auditing processes.  By eliminating intermediaries, as well as replacing 
remaining manual processes in transactions, blockchain can handle transactions 
significantly faster than conventional methods.

Another advantage of cryptocurrencies over banks is that their markets are always 
open and available 24 hours a day.  For attentive investors, cryptocurrencies could  be 
the best way to generate income outside normal working hours.



Since the possibilities are almost endless, we will start by implementing 3 jackpots with
different WCards prices and different draws every week. 

To play, you will have to choose 4 numbers between 0 to 50.

IMMEDIATE GAINS

FUTURE FEATURES

We will launch many other games 
with the future app updates.

Winnings from the draws, games and returns on rewards are immediate and do not
go through any private intermediary.

Cross-platform App 3 WCards levels WBlock integration

0% fee WCards with 4 numbers Instant reward games

Whether you are on your web
 browser, your phone or tablet, 
you will be able to access our

games

With several jackpots, ticket price 
will vary according to the level

Buy your WCards NFT directly 
with WBlock, our official token,

everywhere

With our token, you will
 not pay transaction fees to 

play our games

We want to give everyone the 
chance to win by choosing 4 

numbers to participate

Buy your instant ticket and 
find out immediately if you 

have won the jackpot

OUR APP
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We want to create revolutionary alternatives that will benefit everyone.

Holders get paid regularly

First-time investors have a huge added value

Charities receives regular donations

Players with at least 1 good number wins

The team and the community

For monthly tasks and with the burn
over the long term as the app makes itself known

On their investment when the token is publicly available

Regular funding events or help from the community

Jackpots + some random WCards
with exceptional prizes

Who will help the project
We intend to create many jobs through the app
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THE WBLOCK TOKEN

FUNDING

EVERYONE WINS

A soft launch took place with high net worth individuals
at a special reduced rate with a minimum

of $5K to a maximum of $250K during our private sale. 

Interested investors are requested to contact our official
representative or by email at buy@winnerblock.io to obtain

further details on the initial investment stage.
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PRESALE

When the 10 billion WBlock will be completely distributed during the initial 
fundraising or after the scheduled date.

A presale event will take place in April, 20 2022. 30 billion WBlock tokens will
be available for 80 days to allow early adopters at an advantageous rate.

30 billion WBlock tokens will be available in total during presale.
On this amount, 5 billion will be for the ICO and it will be divided into 3 progressive price brackets.

Remaining tokens will be for the IDO/IEOs.

The participants will receive a Founder Edition. It allows to play in the first
exclusive Founders Draw and will also provide access to future in-game benefits.

~0.00012$
(0.00000028BNB)

~0.00016$
(0.00000038BNB)

~0.00019$
(0.00000044BNB) 



As presale is one of the most important stage to ensure the successful launch of
the WinnerBlock’s Dapp, we will secure the future of WBlock valuing by token vesting.

Wallets lockup will also be devided in five investment ranges.

The WBlock token smart contract is developped in order to provide a lot of opportunities
to enter into the decentralized world. 

First of all, it will bring the necessary functions to make the WBlock a powerful and
optimized token which will be used to successfully reach our ambitions for this next

generation of games. 

Since the WBlock smart contract must be as stable as possible, our focus is to ensure
that users enjoy the most secure platform in order to offer the greatest quality of
service for token holders and players using Winner Block products. To achieve this

challenge and minimize risks of failure, our developpers are using battle-tested libraries
and smart contracts functions.

All holders with a minimum of tokens will have 1 vote in the decentralized
consensus. 

This includes the votes of charities distribution, the burn system or even more.

In the WinnerBlock Team, we are very close to our community and our main concern is
to let you decide where you want WBlock to go. We will let you choose the token burn

rate by voting in our WinnerBlock Club each quarter.*

*A burn rate of 2 percent at first day is considered to ensure future valuing of the WBlock token

TeamWallet : MarketingWallet :

FundraisingWallet :PreSaleWallet :

SMART CONTRACT

WALLETS

LOCK WALLET

BURNS CALCULATION

CONSENSUS
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0x3dd7d3c2a42cbbfAba7311F3C7B9dA3FfBe21b66

0x70b0ba11D020408d651FcA0156BA16370fF3e93C

0x4D8AD0298a1Eecb2E5B7C7AD3eD9B11DAB91Bb96

0x9d24C5FC1fCB3174b9FB45ca7527c50be060dC4c

No lockup
$0-10.000

3 months lockup
$10.000-25.000

6 months lockup
$25.000-50.000

9 months lockup
$50.000-100.000

12 months lockup
$100.000-250.000



Marketing

40%

Team

20%
1st Launch

10%

Presale

30%

We have decided not to include additional fees on transactions with the token.
Please note that there will always be the cost of running the Binance Smart Chain

network (very minimal cost compared to Ethereum)

100 billion WBlock tokens will be
created with the deployment of the
smart contract. It will be impossible

to add other tokens afterwards.

The jackpot amount is the total
amount of NFT WCards sales
that players mint on the app

The jackpot distribution process will
be completely transparent and you

will be able to follow in real time the
status of the wallets where the

rewards will be distributed.

Our system will
allow lots of winners, we

want everyone to be able to
win fairly. And several

players can choose the
same numbers.
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TRANSACTIONAL TAX

TOTAL SUPPLY

JACKPOT DISTRIBUTION

WINNERS: 70.0%

CHARITY: 10.0%

TEAM: 10.0%

HOLDERS: 10.0%

2 NUMBERS WINNERS: 5.0%

1 NUMBER WINNERS: 5.0%

3 NUMBERS WINNERS: 10.0%

CHARITY: 10.0%

TEAM: 10%

HOLDERS: 10.0%

4 NUMBERS WINNERS: 50.0%



 Launch Website, Discord and social media
 Deploy WBlock token
 Create a marketing strategy and identify influencers that 
 match with our values
 Publish WhitePaper & LitePaper
 Identify some charitable organizations
 Identify wealthy investors for a first fundraising

 First launch
 Search for exchanges that can list the project and find 
 out about admissions methods
 Identify an international charity group and ask how we 
 can help
 Launch a viral campaign
 Improve brand notoriety in 1-3 capitals
 Audit the smart contract
 Launch presale
 Identify celebrities and business partnerships
 Global press releases about the project and community 
 efforts for charity
 Start making the first donation

 Listing on Poocoin, Dextools and others
 Start developing the app
 Listing on CoinmarketCap and Coingecko
 Press campaign for recent listings
 Apply for Binance
 Listing on Coinsniper, social campaign
 Increase portfolio watchlist across all listings
 Security badge logo on wallets and listings
 Addition exchange like OKex, Crypto.com, Kucoin
 Increase trading volume
 Start developing metaverse integrations API
 Launch the WEB, IOS and ANDROID apps
 Launch contests with big prizes on social media

 More paid ads
 Partnerships with broader influencers
 Launch metaverse API
 Organize charity events to make more donations
 Create a learning center with online courses
 Create an international event
 Partnerships with metaverses
 Partnerships with video game companies

PHASE 1: SEED

PHASE 2: FIRST LAUNCH

PHASE 3: THE RISING

PHASE 4: EXPLOSION

LOÏC FERSULA JULIEN CECCONI SAM DABIRI MARIUS SAVIGNY ALEX AUBEL
Business DEV Marketing CEO CTO Lead DEV

Network
Master

Media
Specialist

Serial
Entrepreneur

Solidity
Expert

Management
Engineer
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ABOUT US
“The french team based in London, creating a worldwide game-changer”

ROADMAP

FOUNDERS TEAM
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MARKETING STRATEGY
Following the initial launch stages, we will have an allocated marketing budget in WBlock.

SPECIAL EDITIONS

FINANCIAL WEBSITES

We plan to make partnerships with specialized crypto financial websites for publications.

We plan to make special editions WCards with world famous 
influencers, brands or for events. 

NFTs will be rare and may be hold by players for possible resale on an NFT platform.

GLOBAL SOCIAL MEDIA COMPAIGNS

EVENTS
Several online and face-to-face events will be organized every year to raise

awareness about Winner Block.

FUNDING

Each year, we will organize events with the help of the community to raise funds for
charities and improve Winner Block's reputation.

We have planned to regularly run viral campaigns on social networks.
Thereafter, we will make paid advertisements on all social platforms.



METAVERSE

OUR API

LIVE DRAWS

INGAME STORE

It will be possible with the API connected to our application to allow players to 
choose and get WCards to play directly in their favorite metaverse.

Incredible 3D draws will be set up in
your favorite metaverses and you will be able to

play directly in game.

Join our InGame draws every week and
experience jackpot wins with your friends!

We will offer the possibility for all metaverses to integrate
our API in order to provide live draws 

and WCards purchases InGame.

WCards purchases made in metaverses will go into the
same jackpots as other buying ways to build

even bigger jackpots!
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RISK STATEMENT

LEGAL REGISTRATION

REGULATION

Those who participate in the WinnerBlock platform through the purchase of the WBlock token 
must do so of their own volition and being fully aware of all the risks involved in buying a token.

Buyers of Wblock tokens should familiarize themselves with all applicable laws and regulations in 
the country in which they reside. Buyers of the Wblock token should consider the risks clearly laid 
out in this white paper. Should the risks described here become materially apparent, it could 
negatively impact the performance of the WinnerBlock platform and its native token Wblock.

The risks identified in this document are not necessarily the only risks that WinnerBlock could face 
or that could pose a threat to the good functioning of the platform.

If the WBlock token platform is determined to be a security risk by the US Securities and Exchance 
Commission (SEC), then prospective buyers could be prevented from accessing the platform and 
buying tickets. 

Winner Block is based in the UK, its products can be accessed globally. The US is one of the biggest 
regions of crypto activity and determination by the SEC that Winner Block is issuing an 
unregistered security in the form of the WBlock token may materially impact adoption.

It will involve specific requirements which might not be suitable for the company and could 
materially impact the functioning of the platform as described in this document. There is a risk 
that the licence will not be granted or that it will involve costly requirements or expenses that 
could materially impact the functioning of the platform as described in this document.

There are obligations regarding anti-money laundering (AML) and countering terrorist financing 
(CTF) for entities using digital technologies and/or accepting virtual currencies.

There is a concomitant risk that WBlock may not be able to satisfy the regulatory systems and 
processes in place in order to limit the risk of money laundering and the financing, directly or 
indirectly, of terrorist activities.
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LEGISLATIVE

TECHNOLOGY

RISK DISCLAIMER

Winner Block is subject to laws, regulation and rules issued by various authorities. The changing of said 
legal framework could put Winner Block at risk. This includes changes in the interpretation of these rules 
and cannot be predicted by the Winner Block Team.

Dapp in blockchain, smart contracts, decentralised computing networks and others similar technologies, 
developments could arise the success of the business as described herein. Knowledge and understanding 
of decentralized technologies is still at an early stage amongst the public.

This may also be the case for Winner Block participants Network as a token holder and/or NFT buyer, wich 
can lead to misunderstandings about the operation of the platform and some either immediate or future 
risks. It is very strongly advised to read the integration of the explanations which will be put online 
concerning the Winner Block platform and to ask us if necessary.

The purchase of WBlock tokens has an element of risk and can result in the loss of a part or all amounts 
advanced. Before buying WBlock tokens, please ensure to diligently and meticulously assess the identified 
risks and take them into account when buying, this is not limited to the risks identified in this whitepaper.

Crypto-assets may be subject to expropriation and/or theft. Due to the immutable nature of blockchain 
transactions, there may not be a remedy should a successful attack by malicious actors take place against 
the Binance Smart Chain on which the Winner Block platform is based.  Crypto-assets are unregulated as 
financial instruments and there are no refunds or compensation available from regulatory bodies such as 
the Financial Services Compensation Scheme and similar authorities in other jurisdictions.

The regulatory status of crypto-assets continues to evolve and varies from jurisdictions to jurisdictions, 
presenting owners of crypto-assets with a level of legal uncertainty. It is possible that in the future, laws, 
regulations, policies and rules relating to crypto-assets, blockchains technologies or decentralized 
applications can restrict the acquisition, ownership rights, and proprietary rights of token holders, 
possibility to buy, sell, convert or use crypto-assets such as the Winner Block token (WBlock). Uncertainties 
regarding tax legislation relating to crypto-assets may expose token holders to unintended risks/liabilities.

Each potential WBlock buyer must weigh their own individual appetite for risk and consider consulting an 
independent financial adviser before making any decisions. Interested parties who read this white paper 
may also need to consult a tax professional, accountant, attorney or other professionals in order to be 
satisfied with any outstanding issues related to the design and operation of the Winner Block, before 
deciding whether a purchase of WBlock tokens would be consistent with their risk profile.
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CONTACTS

SOCIALS

WRITE US

Contact us if you have questions or even suggestions.

Buying Assistance :
buy@winnerblock.io

General Enquiries :
admin@winnerblock.io

Marketing :
marketing@winnerblock.io

Press :
press@winnerblock.io

Charity Enquiries :
charity@winnerblock.io

Address :
Winner Block

71-75, Shelton Street, Covent Garden
London WC2H 9JQ

https://discord.gg/winnerblock

https://twitter.com/WinnerBlockCoin

https://www.instagram.com/winnerblockcoin/

https://www.reddit.com/r/WinnerBlock/ 

https://t.me/WinnerBlock


